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Part I.
You need to publish publish publish: Why? Where? How? 



Why should I publish? Can’t I keep results for myself?? 

- duty





Where to publish my data?? What type of 

article??

…it depends on what I am trying to communicate



Criteria you may use…                      



!!!!!!

First step: your front end is the Editor….what
is he looking for??    



Prior to the importance of your data… are they fair??
The first role of an Editor…



Once you have identified your journal…

STEP I: Preparing and submitting your manuscript

1) Read the author instructions and format

2) Take particular care of sections. 

Some are more important than others…

…BUT…

















Submitted! And now??

Accept (no revisions)
…forget it. It almost never happens.

Revise – major/minor: …frequent

Carefully consider reviewer comments
• Approach a revision decision as an
opportunity to develop your paper into the
best it can be
• Referee’s comments should not be seen as
negative criticisms but development points
• Not all changes have to be made but require
convincing arguments for changes not made

Remember! Your response may go back to
reviewers.
You may need to convince them and the
editor!

Reject – tough luck!
Why???
(i) unclear/unimportant

(ii) Not novel/original

(iii) Conclusions do not support the data

(iv) Results not interesting

(v) Ethical questions

(vi) Unclear presentation

EDITOR

















Paper accepted! Next step: production





Popular paper: High number of citations, published in a high 
Impact Factor Journal



What is an Impact Factor?? How is it computed??

















Part II. IUCR journals. Requirements and tools



…nanocrystals, metacrystals, amorphous materials, quasicrystals, synchrotron
and XFEL studies, coherent scattering, diffraction imaging, time-resolved studies
and the structure of strain and defects in materials.

…structural science of compounds and materials in the widest sense

Section C is the journal of choice for the rapid publication of articles that
highlight interesting research facilitated by the determination, calculation or
analysis of structures of any type, other than macromolecular structures.



IF 2018

3.22

1.20

… any aspect of structural biology, with a particular
emphasis on the structures of biological macromolecules or
the methods used to determine them. These structures may
have been determined using any structural biology
technique including crystallography, NMR, cryoEM and/or
other techniques.

crystal structure determinations of inorganic, metal-organic 
and organic compounds. 

…any aspect of structural biology, including structures
determined using high-throughput methods or from
iterative studies such as those used in the pharmaceutical
industry.

√

√



IF 2018

3.16

2.45

4.76

…identifying structural and diffusion-controlled phase
transformations, structure-property relationships, structural
changes of defects, interfaces and surfaces, etc

entire field of synchrotron radiation and free-electron laser
research including instrumentation, theory, computing and
scientific applications in areas such as biology, nanoscience
and materials science.

…all aspects of the sciences and technologies supported by
the IUCr via its commissions, including emerging fields where
structural results underpin the science reported in the article.
Our aim is to make IUCrJ the natural home for high-quality
structural science results.

√



An overview of the standards required for publications. Policies of

the journals that generally publish protein structures. Focus on the
IUCr Journals.

What to submit???
…If your article reports a macromolecular crystal
structure determination, you will also be asked to
upload your

- PDB validation report,
- PDB code and name of your structure
- CIF file

What is a PDB validation
report??
When coordinates and structure factors are
deposited with one of the Worldwide Protein
Data Bank (wwPDB) sites a PDB validation report
is created and made available to the depositor.

What is a CIF (or mmCIF)??

mmCIF stands for macromolecular
Crystallographic Information File which is a

plain text file format which
describes a macromolecular
crystallographic experiment and
its results.

The crystallographic information
file uses the STAR file structure,
with basic and quite simple syntax



And if you publish your biomacromolecule structure in
less specialistic journals??

Manuscripts reporting new crystallographic structures of small molecules must be accompanied by a standard .cif file.
A structural figure with probability ellipsoids should be included in the main supplementary information file. The
structure factors for each structure should also be submitted, preferably embedded in the main .cif file, although
they may be provided as a separate .hkl and/or .fcf file. Use of the 2014 version of the program SHELXL, which
embeds the structure factors information in the main .cif file, is encouraged. The structure factors and structural
output must be checked using IUCr's CheckCIF routine and a PDF copy of the output supplied, explaining any A- or
B-level alerts.

…. At initial submission, if a paper reports any structure(s) determined by X-ray crystallography we require inclusion
of a PDB Validation Report(s) before we will proceed with editorial consideration. We strongly prefer to receive the
Full Validation Report, but the Preliminary Full Validation Report obtained after data deposition is also acceptable.
The initial validation server report is not sufficient. We will use these reports for peer review purposes, and they will
not be part of the final published paper.

IF 4.58

IF 41.6

…Still. You will have to prove that your model is correct



For structures of biological macromolecules, the atomic coordinates and the related experimental data (structure
factor amplitudes/intensities and/or NMR restraints and chemical shifts) must be deposited in the PDB at a
member site of the Worldwide Protein Data Bank, RCSB PDB, PDBe, PDBj or BMRB. Authors must also submit the
annotated PDB Summary Validation Report (designated with a Confidential watermark) to JBC for review at the
time of submission. Click here for more information regarding validation reports.

IF 4.58

…Still. You will have to prove that your model is correct



Why all of these restrictions?? Why do we need 
validation reports??? 



The famous 2010 Fakery

2010 - Acta Crystallographica Section E issued a bombshell editorial.
The journal was pulling 70 papers from two groups of researchers at the
same Chinese university after discovering that the structures they reported
had been fakes.

The falsified structures have many features in common: in each case, a bona fide set of
intensity data, usually on a compound whose structure had been correctly
determined and reported in the literature, was used to produce a number of papers,
with the authors changing one or more atoms in the structure to produce what
appeared to be a genuine structure determination of a new compound. The worst
example generated no fewer than 18 supposedly original structures from a single
common set of data.

The two main authors, Mr X — with 41 pulled papers — and Mr Y — with 39 — from
Jinggangshan University, were fired in the wake of the scandal, Nature reported in
January 2010. According to that article, Chinese researchers submitted “half of the
200,000-odd crystal structures” published by Acta E in the five years leading up to the
retractions.



Publication standards for crystal structures
• On behalf of the International Union of Crystallography (IUCr), we are writing to publishers and editors of scientific works

reporting crystal structure determinations about the importance of retaining and validating supporting experimental data sets.

• …Crystallography has recently seen a number of high-profile retractions of papers from the peer-reviewed literature, both in
the small molecule and in the macromolecular areas. These cases frequently involved actions of scientific misconduct such as
manual alterations to cell constants and atom types to produce what appeared to be genuine structure determinations of new
compounds. Such cases are not always easy to detect, but once published, they compromise the quality and dependability of
the scientific literature.

• The response of the IUCr has been to develop and implement measures that will help to ensure that such cases are
identified before publication. It has become clear in the process that many of these problems could not have been readily
discovered without the availability of the structure-factor files. Deposition of such files is currently mandatory for publications
in the macromolecular field, but only required by a small number of journals publishing inorganic and small molecule
structures. We therefore strongly recommend that all journals publishing crystal structures require authors to provide
structure factors for checking and archiving.

• In order to help editors and publishers follow this recommendation, the IUCr checkCIF service at http://checkcif.iucr.org has
been modified to allow checking of crystallographic information files (CIFs) and structure factors. In addition, the Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Centre will also now allow authors to deposit structure-factor files.

A touch of history – Letter of the IUCR director to publishers and editors
of scientific works reporting crystal structure determinations – june
2011

Yours sincerely
Sine Larsen, President of the IUCr
Gernot Kostorz, Editor-in-chief, IUCr Journals



After the myth of all possible crystallographic frauds….

The response of the IUCr has been to develop and implement measures that will
help to ensure that such cases are identified before publication.

E.g. Strictly require structure factors for checking and archiving.

The IUCr checkCIF service at http://checkcif.iucr.org to allow checking of
crystallographic information files (CIFs) and structure factors.



In practical terms, the important points (small molecules):

(1) Encourage authors to provide a CIF and structure factors in machine-readable format for each
submitted structure. These might be collected as supplementary material or deposited with the
Cambridge Structural Database.

(2) Ask the authors to check the CIF and structure factors before submission using the checkCIF service.

(3) Use the checkCIF service to create a validation report for each submitted structure and make this
report available to the referees.

(4) Ensure that referees and editors know how to interpret checkCIF reports correctly.



What IUCR tools are available to help prepare my
article??

i) Preparing an enhanced figure. A toolkit is available for preparing an
enhanced figure for your article using an mmCIF.

http://submission.iucr.org/jtkt?Qtype=macromolecular


You need a CIF!!!!



The mmCIF file format, which has been developed under the auspices of the International

Union of Crystallography (IUCr), is to extend the Crystallographic Information File (CIF) data

representation used for describing small molecule structures and associated diffraction
experiments.

The format of the small molecule CIF dictionary and the data files based upon that dictionary conform to a
restricted version of the Self Defining Text Archive and Retrieval (STAR) representation developed by Hall.
STAR permits a data organization that may be understood by analogy with a spoken language.

For macromolecules???

Macromolecular Crystallographic Information File (mmCIF)



IUCR tools to prepare your article

ii) The IUCr WORD template is available at http://journals.iucr.org/services/wordstyle.html for
preparing your article.

You need a cif!!!

https://journals.iucr.org/services/wordstyle.html


Alternatively, publBio publisher software is available at http://publbio.iucr.org for 
preparing your article. 



How to do it:

Register on https://publbio.iucr.org/

…you will get here….

!!

You may submit in the PDB and then…enter
a PDB code OR download an mmCIF from the
PDB and upload it

https://publbio.iucr.org/




You may compile your Tables in 
Publbio, but …..

By loading a data source (PDB
code or mmCIF), publBio will
populate the template with as
much information as possible



When you are done with Tables
Figures… save pdf for reading…then
…Submit



From theory to Practice

Part III. Let’s write a paper together using PublBio

https://publbio.iucr.org/

https://publbio.iucr.org/

